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DON'T JUST SPEED READ. SPEED COMPREHEND!Practice with 20 UNIQUE EXERCISES...

START READING FASTER IMMEDIATELY.Not the old speed reading tricks about "saccades",

"eye-span widening", or "finger waving patterns." Discover how to comprehend faster, so instead of

simply seeing words faster, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll READ FASTER!Boost focus and concentration by

engaging the power of your right brain visualizing skills.Reading happens in your brain, not your

eyes. That's why reading speed only increases when you comprehend faster. This book will show

you how, by focusing your attention on ideas instead of words.Improve reading speed and

comprehensionLearn to read ideas, instead of just the wordsPractice with 20 phrase-highlighted

exercisesDiscover the Ã¢â‚¬Å“shortÃ¢â‚¬Â• history of readingDevelop visual and conceptual

thinking skillsThe first realistic approach to speed-reading: "speed-comprehension"A totally unique

system of specially-formatted speed reading exercises make it easy for you to read complete

phrases at a time, which allows you to concentrate on larger ideas instead of just words, which in

turn, allows you to apply the special visual and conceptual talents of the right-brain to your

reading.Once you master this right-brain approach to speed reading, you will not only get through

written material faster than you ever thought possible, but you will also assimilate ideas more deeply

and enjoy better reading retention.Are you ready to grab the attention of your imagination with visual

and conceptual images?Now is the time to improve reading skills, improve reading speed, and

improve reading comprehension. In this information age, the more you know; the more freedoms,

interests, and opportunities youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll have.The more books you open; the more doors you

open to your future. The sooner you get started with this book; the sooner you will be on your way to

changing your reading experience forever.Get Your Copy NowPraise for David Butler and Speed

Reading with the Right Brain:"Unlike many other "speed reading" strategies available, Speed

Reading with the Right Brain is not a gimmick; itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a unique method that allows you to more

effectively assimilate what you read in a shorter amount of time."-Amanda Johnson, M.A., Assistant

Professor of English, Collin College, Plano, Texas"This book includes not only original theories and

techniques for reading improvement, but also a totally exclusive method of presenting practice

exercises that makes it extremely easy to begin reading whole ideas at a time. Pick up this book

and start reading with your whole brain."-Richard Sutz, CEO, The Literacy Company, Author of

Speed Reading for Dummies"Speed Reading with the Right Brain, is a Ã¢â‚¬Ëœmust

readÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ for peoples interested in improving their reading comprehension and speed."-Dr.

James Young, Professor of English, Weber State University, Ogden, Utah"All skills require practice,

but some practice is more effective than others. This very unique method of displaying text makes



learning to read faster so much easier."-Austin Butler, President and Founder, Teaching.com"This

book will speed up your reading, increase your comprehension, and make reading a pleasurable

pursuit of new worlds of knowledge rather than slow torture that only leads to confusion. Read it and

learn!"-Danielle Ellis, Mother, editor, and 6th grade teacherWhat Are You Waiting For? Open Your

Mind to the World of Speed Reading and Buy Your Copy Today!
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I recommend ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Reading with Right BrainÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• wholeheartedly; I wish the

book had been around 30 years ago, when I began to search for ways of increasing my reading

efficiency. Throughout those 30 years (since 1980ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s) I had taken many well-known

speed reading courses or programs and read many books about this subject. These programs may

be very helpful to many individuals, but none of them helped me to increase reading speed and

comprehension. There are people with eye problems that cannot be helped by programs that



emphasize eyes and ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“seeingÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• in general. Those individuals who

have a similar problem to my own need to look for answers somewhere else. I think I found the

answer in this book. Much of my problem was ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“eye convergence

insufficiencyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• that made it difficult for the eyes to work together. The solution seems

to be in reading with the Right Brain, where, according to this book, images and concepts are

formed. I appreciate especially that this book tells you step by step what to do in order to engage

the Right Brain in the process of reading. After some practice I expect to improve my reading

efficiency and comprehension.

I read a great deal and constantly have too much to read, so I have gone through a lot of speed

reading stuff--videos, books, software, you name it. And I kept getting frustrated because it wasn't

working like it was supposed to. Now, thanks to David Butler, I know why.If anyone wants to learn

speed reading, I suggest they go through his book first. (I certainly wish I had.) That way when they

start coming across weird eye movement training, or odd things to do with their hands on the page,

or instructions to read without comprehending (which by some magical process is supposed to kick

in later), and so on, they will have a decent context for it. I will not judge anyone who gets value

from that stuff, but it didn't work out for me.btw - It says I am reviewing the Kindle version. Probably

my mistake, but it's too much of a hassle to fix this. I did get the Kindle version, but I bought the

printed version, too. And that's the one I read. Good thing, too, because I was able to mark it

up.David Butler's concept of "speed comprehension" works far, far better. Also, he goes into lots of

discussions related to speed reading, the history of it, how the mind processes information, and so

on.I read one chapter a day--very carefully--in order to let the exercise at the end (which I read

twice) make an accumulated effect. As there are twenty chapters, that took twenty days. I like my

progress and improvement so much, I am going to do it all over for another round. As a bonus, there

are several classics (which he used for the exercises--he used the first 1,000 words of each) I now

want to read. Also, there are other texts formatted by him and he has a free online training software

that I intend to get back to (after screwing it up the first time around a couple of years ago).The

reason I'm not jumping straight into the extra stuff right now after reading Butler's book is that his

novelty method of alternating black with gray text in order to emphasize conceptual groupings of

words on the page is clever, and it probably helped, but I did not find it essential to improving my

reading. My conceptual groupings seem to fall naturally to slightly larger numbers of words than his.

Still, I use the same idea and it is extremely powerful.Frankly, after one failed attempt after another

at speed reading, I'm relieved to find out that I'm not crazy or mentally deficient. (At least not



because of speed reading trouble. :) ) That alone is worth the value of this book. But it's good to

know I can improve my reading--both speed and comprehension--for real, as I have already done.

Not super-speeds, but solid. It's also good to know I can improve even more over time with this

system and, based on my own experience, know it will work.

I've been through many books and courses - but Mr Butler really knows the mechanics of our

minds/brain. I could not put the book down. Insightful, well written and downright practical. The book

in conjunction with his free website for speed reading (which is amazing in of itself and how I found

the book in the first place) is a recipe for success - the only thing you need is practice and

determination. Thank you to the author!

Why do you find books for less than 20 bucks that explain how to do things right, in a world where

pseudo science courses will cost you nearly a hundred, and even more in wasted time &

delusion?Butler's advice can be summarized in just a few words, like "Comprehension above all".

Fortunately, the author makes it a point to let that advice sink in, and provides the tools and practice

for you to start changing.Butler downplays speed reading, although he does devote some time

explaining all the fallacies. Personally, I would have preferred that speed reading not be mentioned

at all, except to say "Don't worry about speed", which he did on several occasions.He still believes

that it can sometimes be helpful to be aware of your reading rate, but I completely ignored that

advice. The pleasure of reading creatively, of continually summarizing an author's thoughts with

one's own conceptualizations & visualizations, puts speed reading in perspective. It's not only the

wrong focus, it often gets in the way of full immersion into the reading experience.One of the great

gifts of civilization, should not be treated as some kind of a contest, with only a score to show for

your effort. It should be savored, indulged, used as a tool to enrich our thinking. Reading with the

Right Brain, is a step in that direction.If you have no interest in reading any of the classics, and

prefer modern novels or non-fiction, don't be surprised if some of the practice exercises change

your mind, on that front.

This is the most reasonable reading technique improvement book ever. Through out the book, I

have been reminded to read through conceptualization and I feel that my way of reading being

corrected. The concept is not completely new to me since I sometimes practice it involuntarily

however this book guide me to sharpen/ focus on conceptualization therefore shape my habit into a

good way of reading.The book is laced with thousand-word reading practices from classic materials.



Although classics is not really my favorite category, the snippets provide a taste/ overview of various

big-name classics, and somewhat they have invoked my interest. I have already bought shipwreck

classic set from .Furthermore, I also feel the real improvement when reading other books/ materials.

Kudos to Mr, Butler... thank you...
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